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Goodbye and All The Best

It has been wonderful knowing all of you at this campus. I met a few of you

inside the classroom, and lots more outside, including at the Golf sessions. A

couple of placecom team parties were also a part of interactions I had. Being

mentor of a couple of Committees was also an experience that I will cherish. It

was nice to see The Gist become a regular repository of all the activities and

events, and your creative work.

The campus experience is back after the COVID hiatus, and I am glad that all of

you were able to get back, where you belong. As I take leave of NMIMS

Bangalore, here is wishing you all the very best for a fulfilling life and career.

May all your dreams be fulfilled.

 

Happy Diwali, and hope to meet you again sometime.

Message to Students of
NMIMS Bangalore

 
 

DR. RAJENDRA NARGUNDKAR

The Gist
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As its said, "A leader is best when people barely know he exists, when his

work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say: we did it ourselves". This best

describes the leadership capabilities of Dr.Nargundkar. 

Well-known within NMIMS Bangalore for his humility, I saw him equipped

with an amazing ability of simplifying things for decision making as he never

used to complicate any issue/situation. Well-liked by everyone who knew

him,being full of empathy, he inspired others by his vision, sense of humour,

his own stories and his point of view. He empowered faculty and non-

teaching staff, on one hand, by giving them space to solve problems,

improve their professional capabilities, while on the other hand, was an

excellent mentor who also guided them with his own wisdom and

experience. 

I wish him best of personal and professional life in years to come.

LEADERSHIP TRAITS OF DR. NARGUNDKAR

The Gist
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DR. DEEPAK SHARMA



Dear Sir, 

Thank you for all your support, guidance, and mentoring. Learnt a lot -

especially what is not in the books; Inspired by your writing and network.

Will follow you through Facebook & LinkedIn. Warm Regards

The Gist
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DR. NARAYANI RAM



It was an absolute honour to work with you. Your calm demeanour and

honesty won everyone over in the institute. Wish you the best with your

upcoming assignment, and the best of everything in life!

We will miss you a lot! 

The Gist
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DR. TANMEET KAUR SAHIWAL



These photos are from one of the golf coachingsessions held by our Director

within the campus.

He taught the basics of the game and shared brief insights on how to

approach Golf.

The session included a demonstration of various shots, clubs and rules of the

game.

The Gist
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Dear Sir, 

You have always been an inspiration and the ideal role model. Your energy

and compassion towards us always bought a sense of comfort. It was really a

privilege to have you as our mentor with Deepak Sir. 

Thank you for everything you've done for us, We'll always be thankful for

your constant support and enthusiasm for our club.

Team Knowesis

The Gist
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On the 12th of October, Rang Committee organized "RangRatri" - an evening where all

students gathered near the staircase area, dressed in traditional attire, dancing to the songs

played by a DJ. The event was met with much enthusiasm. A beautiful collection of

traditional attires were worn that day. The energy that evening at RangRatri was UNREAL!!

The event was a hit among the students, with many not wanting it to end at all!
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RANGRATRI '22
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The Indian Red Cross Society came to our campus and organized a blood donation camp.

The students of NMIMS Bangalore were very eager to donate their blood, and everyone

wanted to contribute to this noble cause. Initially, blood tests and BP measurements were

performed on the donors. Donors with low hemoglobin were deemed not suitable for the

drive.

 

Proper safety measures were carried out and medical protocol was followed. Both the

students and the Indian Red Cross Society benefitted from this, thanks to the stupendous

efforts of Udyam Committee. It was a very well-organized affair, and we look forward to

seeing more events like this one. 
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BLOOD DONATION CAMP
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The first phase of the much-awaited NSL commenced with table tennis matches. These

matches were conducted in two categories - Singles and mixed doubles.

The matches were organized near the lunch area in the basement. An eager crowd

awaited the players, and every point was cheered on by their managers. The atmosphere

for the contestants and the audience was mesmerizing. 

The mixed doubles category was hugely dominated by the Barbarians (Muskan, Sahil, and

Mohit). Not losing a single game, they looked very indomitable. No matter how tough

things got, they made their way through and clinched essential points for their team. 

Men's singles was dominated by the Gladiators in what were enthralling matches. Prakhar

Dubey displayed an outstanding performance. Women's singles was won by the Valkyries,

with Sagaljot Mann moving through her competition with relative ease.
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NSL: TABLE TENNIS MATCHES
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Paramarsh organized the War of Divisions which commenced on the 7th of October. An

event introduced to ignite and fuel the passion for competition and also instill a sense of

friendly rivalry amongst the divisions, this event was a huge hit among the students. 

The first round was a campus-wide treasure hunt, which meant that whoever knew the

campus the most would clinch the victory in this one. Division D won this round, with

Division B coming second and right on D's tail. 

The second round was a new take on Chinese whispers. After the second round, all

divisions remain on 250 points. The third round, expected to happen soon, will crown the

winner among the four divisions.  
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WAR OF DIVISIONS
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MarGene members Swapnel and Chahat conducted an awesome and informative

workshop for the students of marketing. The workshop revolved around the need to do

sales before entering into the world of marketing. They provided some interesting

perspectives stemming from their own experiences of doing sales. They reinforced the faith

of the students, stating that sales is the stepping stone towards marketing. Dr. Smitha

Ranganathan also talked about it, and shared her valuable insights and thoughts with the

audience. 

Later they also opened up for questions and gave insights into the SIP processes. They

shared their own experiences and gave some very handy tips about it all. The information

shared was deemed valuable by all attendees and another session like this was highly

demanded.
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KYUNKI MARKETING BHI
KABHI SALES THI
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HRiday's Top Talent was back this year with the same pomp and excitement as always. The

competition was split into two parts: a GD Round and a PI round. The seniors volunteered

to help with the GD and PI rounds.

Various interesting GD topics were given to the students, and many interesting points and

perspectives were put forth by the participants. Top Talent is also not just a competition. By

participating in Top Talent, the participants were given feedback on how and what they

could improve for their SIP processes. 

All in all, it was a great initiative by HRiday, and we look forward to seeing many more

events like this one.
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TOP TALENT
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SATHVIK MANYAM

MUDIT SEHTA
MBA - 13
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MOHIT KUMAR
MBA - 13

GORAGAPUDI HIMA SUMANTH
MBA- 13
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THANK

YOU

KNOWESIS WOULD LIKE TO APPRECIATE
EACH AND EVERY STUDENT AND FACULTY

MEMBERS FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTION

HAPPY DIWALI AND A LOT OF
LOVE FROM 

KNOWESIS FAMILY !
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